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document okayed the building of these channels and the creation of the waterway, I have not seen the metropolitan
region scheme document that allowed that to happen.
Hon Graham Giffard interjected.
Hon JIM SCOTT:  Does Hon Graham Giffard mean that without any public process at all, it could be subsumed -
Hon Graham Giffard interjected.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT (Hon George Cash):  Order!  Hansard cannot hear what is being said.
Hon JIM SCOTT:  Thank you, Mr President.  I do not consider that to be a minor change.  It involves the creation of a
new channel of the river.  That is a reasonably important planning change.  The cutting off of an area and the creation of
an island is a reasonably important piece of planning; it is not some minor change, particularly when an area has the
history of this particular area.  I would like to see the planning approvals and the process that enabled this to happen,
and not the EPA approvals.  Hon Graham Giffard said that he was not aware that any area was fenced off.  I went back
to my notes.  They indicate that the northern two-thirds of lot 5, which is part of the trust land, remain fenced off from
the public.  The land contains monolithic structures announcing Ascot Waters and a warning “keep out, construction
site” and is used as a private construction access road.  The rubbish dump there is in the form of a baseball diamond.
There is also an unapproved sales office building for the adjacent Ascot Quays development.
Hon Derrick Tomlinson:  That has a temporary permit from the Western Australian Planning Commission for the
purposes of construction.
Hon JIM SCOTT:  Okay, but it is clearly not an area that can be used for the purpose for which the trust prescribed it.
Hon Derrick Tomlinson:  No, but it has a temporary other use.
Hon JIM SCOTT:  The parliamentary secretary also said that the public could use the area that is at present subsumed
by water and is trust land, but the words of the trust agreement do not state that it is for the purposes of public recreation
and enjoyment and leave it at that; the words state in addition that it is for those purposes only.  They do not state that it
is for the linking up of a private marina to the river.  That does not satisfy my understanding of the meaning of those
words of the trust agreement.
The history of the trust land and the attempts by the City of Belmont in the past to alienate the trust from the land still
concern me very much.  For those reasons, despite the fact that valuable changes may have been made to other parts of
this omnibus amendment, until I see appropriate planning approvals for this waterway, I will not agree to the
amendment going through without challenge.  Even though Hon Graham Giffard read out the first proposal, saying that
it more accurately reflected the on-site situation, it could also be read to say that if approvals are already in place, why
do we need the metropolitan region scheme amendment?  It seems to me nonsensical.  I believe that the metropolitan
region scheme amendment is put forward because no approvals are in place and it will give the situation some
legitimacy.  Therefore, I commend my motion to the House.
Question put and a division taken with the following result -

Ayes (4)

Hon Dee Margetts Hon Jim Scott Hon Giz Watson Hon Robin Chapple (Teller)

Noes (26)

Hon Alan Cadby Hon Adele Farina Hon Frank Hough Hon Tom Stephens
Hon George Cash Hon John Fischer Hon Barry House Hon Bill Stretch
Hon Kim Chance Hon Jon Ford Hon Robyn McSweeney Hon Derrick Tomlinson
Hon Murray Criddle Hon Peter Foss Hon Norman Moore Hon Ken Travers
Hon Bruce Donaldson Hon Graham Giffard Hon Louise Pratt Hon Ed Dermer (Teller)
Hon Kate Doust Hon Nick Griffiths Hon Ljiljanna Ravlich
Hon Sue Ellery Hon Ray Halligan Hon Barbara Scott

                                                                                                                                                                     

Pair

Hon Christine Sharp Hon Paddy Embry

Question thus negatived.

ACTS AMENDMENT (STUDENT GUILDS AND ASSOCIATIONS) BILL 2002
Second Reading

Resumed from 17 December.
HON BRUCE DONALDSON (Agricultural) [9.17 pm]:  I will conclude by summarising my remarks.  It will be clear
from my comments last night that I do not support this legislation.  Surprise, surprise!  I am afraid I was brought up
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when freedom of choice and freedom of association were the backbone of society.  When I see that taken away, I have
great difficulty accepting what is proposed by this legislation.

I seek three or four points of clarification from the parliamentary secretary.  The idea is to help people who are prepared
to help themselves.  First, how much effort have the guilds put in over the past three or four years to increase student
membership at the universities?  Have the guilds undertaken any surveys to find out why their fellow students do not
want to become members of the guilds when they are in a voluntary situation?  Is it because of the level of the fee, or is
it because society and student life on university campuses has changed dramatically?  Recently I spoke to a young
university student who told me that she attends lectures and then goes to work.  She does not have a lot of time to spare
to be involved in guild activities.  She was not being critical of the guild but was simply illustrating that university life
has changed.  Did the four guilds on the campuses to which I referred undertake surveys to find out why guild
membership has not increased?  If they had undertaken those surveys, they could work out why guild membership had
not increased.  In the light of that, over the past three or four years, did the guilds evaluate the services they provided?
Were they effectively meeting the students’ needs and expectations?  Was there room for the guilds to change their
services to accommodate the students’ expectations?

Whichever way one looks at it, student guilds are businesses because money is involved and they provide services.
Good management starts at the coalface.  Did the guilds improve their situation and membership when students were no
longer compelled to pay the fees?  I realise that it will not be compulsory for students to join the student guilds, even if
this legislation is passed.

Hon Alan Cadby interjected.

Hon BRUCE DONALDSON:  Students can elect to join the guild on enrolment, but they must pay the fee.  If I were a
student and had to pay a fee, I would like to get some of my money back by making use of the facilities.  I would
appreciate the parliamentary secretary answering my questions when he sums up.  I would like him to impart his
knowledge of the four university guilds that I mentioned and inform us about what has happened since guild
membership became voluntary.

The Leader of the Opposition has been very much involved in this area of legislation.  Some years ago he led a
magnificent change on the campuses.  I am sure he is looking forward to putting forward his viewpoint this evening.  I
will not take up any more time.  I do not support the Bill.  When this legislation becomes law, I hope that in two or three
years time I do not read in the newspaper that a significant sum of money has been lost because of a failed investment
or that auditors had to be called in to ensure that money had not been misused.  I am sure that 99.9 per cent of students
are responsible people.  However, it always worries me in cases like this that a fringe element who want power - money
is power - will act irresponsibly.  All of us can be apathetic at times, especially when we are young.  I hope that the
students do not become apathetic.  I hope that during this period of change, they remain inquisitive and ensure that the
money is well used in the best interests of the students.  If that can be achieved, although I do not agree with it, I would
feel more comfortable with the legislation.

HON NORMAN MOORE (Mining and Pastoral - Leader of the Opposition) [9.23 pm]:  It comes as no surprise to
members that I have a few words to say on this Bill.  I have been involved in this issue for a very long time.  I was
involved in student politics as a student - I will not mention how long ago that was, but it was longer than I care to
remember.

Hon Kim Chance:  It is nearly 10 years ago now.

Hon NORMAN MOORE:  The minister is right.

Tonight I will illustrate the reasons I have taken a particular interest in this matter and indicate to members opposite
who think I am a zealot on this issue that that is not the case at all.  I have read past debates on this matter and have
noted that that word has been used on the odd occasion to criticise me.

When I first became involved in this issue, it was a question of freedom of association: whether a person should be
compelled to join an association, be it an association of students, hockey players, Rotarians or whatever.  In the
numerous speeches I have made on this subject - mostly speeches to introduce Bills to fix up the problems I saw in
Western Australia - I referred to the international covenants on freedom of association.  On every occasion I referred
also to the Labor Party’s platform on freedom of association.  That became the reason I took a long-term interest in this
matter.

In 1966, I was the president of the Claremont Teachers College student council.  In those days student politics was, as I
said by way of interjection, about whether the football club would get the numbers to run the student guild so that it
could put more money into football club functions than into hockey club functions.  It was about as simple as that.  As it
transpired, in those days the football club was the most important organisation on the campus.  As the student council
president, I had no problem spending the students’ money.  Every year a big heap of money would come in and, as one
of the student councillors, I would spend it.  It even reached a point at which students would not receive their pay
cheques - as student teachers, we received a salary every week - until they had paid their student council fees.  I stood
there handing out the pay cheques in exchange for the student council fee.  It was a lot of fun spending the money.
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However, it dawned on me gradually that there was something wrong with that.  It was not an appropriate way to run an
organisation.  When I became involved in the Liberal Party, and met a number of people who were arguing the case on
the campuses of Western Australia that memberships of guilds should be voluntary, I decided to take an interest in the
issue.

As we have heard from other members, during the late 1960s, the 1970s, and into the 1980s, campuses around the
nation became actively involved in a range of quite serious political issues.  It was no longer the football club versus the
hockey club; it was now whether students supported very left-wing or right-wing views, or something in the middle.
Guilds became places where students were very actively involve in top-of-the-range political issues.  It came to my
attention, and to that of other members of the Liberal Party, that there were many examples of money being spent for
blatant, outright political causes that we did not support.  I had the view in those days that people were entitled to their
own political views, and could do what they liked about those views, but they should not use my money to promote
them.  I always took the view that it is proper and right, and indeed should be encouraged, for students at universities to
take an active interest in a range of political issues, and other issues affecting the community.  It is a great way to learn
about life, and it should be encouraged, but it should not be paid for by those students who do not want to be involved,
or do not want to pay for the political aspirations of particular guild members.

In 1977, when I became a member of Parliament, I discovered that both guild membership and guild fees were
compulsory at universities.  In order to enrol in university, a student had to join the guild, and pay the fee.  Students
who did not pay the fees did not graduate.  There were a number of examples of students who refused to pay the fee,
and were never given their examination results, and so could not graduate.  The price of an education at a university in
those days was the cost of joining the guild, plus the capacity of the student to do the work and pass the examinations.
It was all about compulsory membership.  It was the exact opposite to freedom of association.

In 1982 or thereabouts, Peter Jones became the Minister for Education in the Charles Court Government, and this issue
was well debated within the Liberal Party.  The Charles Court Government decided to introduce legislation that would
remove compulsory membership of the guilds but retain the payment of a fee.  My colleagues and I who supported
voluntary membership and voluntary fees were unable to get across our message and convince our colleagues that that
was the way we should go.  Therefore, the legislation that was introduced provided for a situation in which students
could make a choice about whether they wanted to be members of the guild, but they still had to pay the fee.  It was
very much the same as the system under this legislation.  Hon Kate Doust mentioned that when she was at university
she operated under this system.  She was right.  The system that Peter Jones introduced is very similar to the system
Hon Alan Carpenter is now introducing.  However, I never, ever thought that that particular scenario was satisfactory.
Most students asked why they would not join the guild when they had to pay the fee anyway, so the vast majority ticked
the box and became members of the guild.  They were inactive but paying members of the guild.

That was the situation until 1984 when the Burke Government came to office and Hon Bob Pearce became Minister for
Education.  I called him an educational vandal in respect of a number of issues.  That is not something that you, Madam
Deputy President (Hon Adele Farina), would necessarily agree with.  He was an innovator in education; a radical.  He
made a lot of changes, many of which I did not agree with and some with which I did.  Interestingly, Bob Pearce and I
were involved in student politics at about the same time.  He was also involved in the politics of student teachers, which
in those days was a worthwhile exercise.  He introduced legislation to reverse what Peter Jones had put in place and
require that students not only pay a fee but also be members of the guild.  In 1984 we went back to the system that
existed prior to 1982.  If someone wanted to be a student at university, he paid a compulsory fee and was compulsorily
a member of the guild, with one exception.  That exception was a provision for conscientious objection, and that was
the result of an amendment that I moved in this House, which the Government of the day agreed to.  The student still
had to pay the money but instead of giving it to the guild he could give it to the Red Cross or another charity.  It was a
situation of compulsory membership and compulsory payment of fees but with a conscientious objection clause.

That was the situation until 1994, when I became the Minister for Education.  On a number of occasions between 1984
and 1994 I sought by way of a private member’s Bill to bring in voluntary membership of guilds.  I failed on each
occasion because the Liberals did not have the numbers in the Legislative Assembly.  In 1994 I introduced legislation to
change the system that was in place, which was compulsory membership of guilds and compulsory payment of fees
with the provision for objection on conscientious grounds.  The Bill I introduced, which the Parliament agreed to,
provided for voluntary membership of the guilds; in other words, students did not have to join if they did not want to.
Freedom of association was established and there was no compulsion to pay a fee.  It was voluntary to be a member of
the guild and to pay the fee.  We now find in 2002 that the situation will be similar to that which Peter Jones introduced.
Membership of guilds is not compulsory under this Bill.  It is pseudo-compulsory or de facto compulsory.  However,
technically and in a legislative sense, it is not.  A person can choose not to be a member of the guild if he or she so
wishes; and that is lauded by the minister as being a result of the Government’s enthusiasm for freedom of association,
which, I might add, it did not have until now.  However, it is de facto voluntary membership, because people must still
pay the money.  I do not think there is provision for conscientious objection, because it is not now being called a
membership fee; it is being called an amenities and services fee, to somehow suggest that people are not paying a
membership fee but are making a contribution to the running of the university.
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There are so many aspects of this Bill that I find sickening that at times it is hard for me to talk about the Bill.  The
Government is trying to create the impression that it is doing something different from what it is doing.  I wish the
Labor Party had the guts and the intestinal fortitude to do what it really wanted to do; that is, to bring in compulsory
membership of the guilds and a compulsory membership fee.  That is what it wanted, and that is what it had in the past;
it has always done that.  Now it is introducing a de facto arrangement that somehow suggests that it is beholden to the
principles of freedom of association and that people will not have to join the guild.  They just give the guild the money
for a services and amenities fee, and somehow that is a contribution to the university - a bit like tax; and we all pay tax,
and we should all be pleased to pay tax, because we all benefit from the taxes that we pay.  That is the notion being
shoved down our throats by this legislation.

It is a very cynical ploy indeed.  The more I think about it, the more I think that perhaps the Government does not really
care anyway.  It does not matter much how many people join the guild, because the Government is not worried about
numbers; it is money.  Therefore, it does not matter whether people join the guild.  They pay the money and it goes to
the guild.  There are strange provisions that state that, regardless of the percentage of students who join the guild, at
least 50 per cent of the fees will go to the guild; the provisions then state that the other 50 per cent will go to the guild as
well.  That is what the Bill provides for.  Therefore, in effect, regardless of how many students join the guild, all the
money goes to the guild, and that, in its simplest form, is what this Bill is all about.  It is about giving vast sums of
money to student organisations in the four public universities of Western Australia, and potentially the fifth one, which
is a private university.  That is what it comes down to in its most simplistic form.

Why does the Government want to do that?  We have heard many speakers in this Chamber explain why it wants to do
that.  It is because these student organisations are bodies in which people learn all about politics and all sorts of
interesting causes.  They can become actively involved in campus life without ever having to worry about appealing to
the interests of anybody other than their own small factional group, because the money is there; it just comes in every
day.  Under the old system, the money was collected by the university when students enrolled.  The university wrote a
cheque and gave it to the guild.  The guild did not have to sign up members and justify why it wanted the money.  The
cheque just turned up - a situation similar to that explained by Hon Derrick Tomlinson the other day about the teachers
union.  I was like Hon Derrick Tomlinson.  When I became a teacher, I became a member of the teachers union because
that is what people did.  The money came out of our pay at the end of the week and went straight to the union via the
Department of Education.  Every week the union got a cheque from the Department of Education.  It did not have to do
anything about collecting it, and I do not think it had to pay a fee to collect it.  Our money just went to and was spent by
the union to do the things that unions do.  Again, Hon Derrick Tomlinson and I have a lot in common.  I used to go to
union conferences in Trades Hall as well, and the roof did not fall in or anything like that.

Hon Barry House:  I didn’t go to Trades Hall.

Hon NORMAN MOORE:  Hon Barry House did not go to Trades Hall.  I do not have a problem admitting to that.  I
joined the State School Teachers Union of WA because it was a vehicle - not the vehicle - for expressing a view about
the education system.  I got involved in student politics for the same reason.  If people want to complain about things
because they do not like them, there is no point in their sitting back and whingeing about them; they must do something
and become part of the action.  If they do not succeed, that is bad luck, but at least they would have tried.  That is why I
am in this place - to try to make a difference.  Whether or not I have over time is for others to judge.  However, for
some reason I have been judged positively since I first became a member in 1977.  One thing I achieved that no other
minister in Australia achieved was the passage of a Bill through this Parliament to provide for freedom of association in
tertiary institutions.  I believe freedom of association is absolutely fundamental to tertiary institutions.  I could never
believe the bleatings of the vice-chancellors and their ilk who said that membership of guilds at universities should be
compulsory because they were part of university life.  My view is that universities are places where people make
choices.  Some choices are whether or not students join a guild, whether or not they study arts or science or whether or
not they believe their philosophy lecturer.  That is what universities are about.  They are places at which students make
choices, not places where they are told what they will and will not do.

Hon Ljiljanna Ravlich:  If your Bill was so good, how come no other State followed?

Hon NORMAN MOORE:  They did not have the nerve or the numbers; it was one or the other.  It is as simple as that.
They did not have the nerve - that is what it came down to - but I was prepared to do what had to be done in Western
Australia.  It demonstrated for all to see that the vast majority of students on every campus in Western Australia did not
want to be a member of the guild and they did not join the guild.
Hon Ljiljanna Ravlich interjected.
Hon NORMAN MOORE:  They did not join and they did not use the facilities either.
Hon Graham Giffard:  Yes, they did.
Hon NORMAN MOORE:  They used the facilities that were being run by the guild as commercial activities.  They
went to the tavern, for example, where 17-year-olds were taught how to drink.
Hon Ljiljanna Ravlich:  Oh!
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Hon NORMAN MOORE:  Hon Ljiljanna Ravlich should not give me that nonsense.  She should visit the tav one day
and see what goes on there.  She will get some idea of the wonderful things that are happening to people at the
University of Western Australia!

Hon Ljiljanna Ravlich:  I used to work in the tav.

Hon NORMAN MOORE:  I hope she did not teach some of the young people the things that I know about.

People who cannot run a tavern and break even need to have their head read.  People who sell alcohol invariably make a
profit, particularly if they have a captive audience.  There is something wrong with people who cannot break even by
selling food on campus.  There is something wrong with people who cannot break even by running a commercial
enterprise selling Nike footwear.  Many services provided by the guilds are commercial services and the guilds decide
what they will charge for those services.
Hon Ljiljanna Ravlich:  But a lot of them are not.
Hon NORMAN MOORE:  If they want to charge a lot less than the going rate, they must take the risk of going broke.
I also have a view that over the years the universities in Western Australia have taken advantage of the guilds.  They
have required the guilds to provide services that the universities themselves should provide.  It was convenient for the
vice-chancellors to say that they need the money because they need the guilds to provide the services.  My view has
always been that many of the services that the guilds provide are services that the universities themselves should
provide.  Members should bear in mind that students do not attend university free of charge, as they did once upon a
time; they now pay a significant fee.  I know that because I currently contribute towards a higher education contribution
scheme fee.  That is money that the universities did not get when I was a student.  They will get it now in very large
dollops and they should be able to provide some of the services that they now demand or expect the guilds to provide.
A lot of those services are for particular students, not for every student.  There is no reason that every student should
pay for some of those services at all by way of a guild membership fee.
Hon Ljiljanna Ravlich:  We all pay taxes, but we do not use all the health services.
Hon NORMAN MOORE:  Do you equate this with tax?
Hon Ljiljanna Ravlich:  No.
Hon NORMAN MOORE:  Then the member should not make that argument.
Hon Ljiljanna Ravlich:  Stop arguing that some people do not use the services.
Hon NORMAN MOORE:  Either it is a tax or a fee.  What is it?  The other day when Hon Jim Scott was talking about
its being a tax, I asked him whether it is a tax, and he said that it is not a tax but a fee.  What is it?  If it is a tax, the
Government should say that this is not about voluntary student unionism, but about taxing students at our tertiary
institutions, because that is what it is.
Hon Kim Chance:  Hon Sue Ellery related it to local government rates.
Hon NORMAN MOORE:  Is it a tax, rates or a fee?
Hon Kim Chance:  I thought that was a reasonable parallel.
Hon NORMAN MOORE:  Did the Leader of the House?  What is it?  Is it a tax, rates, a fee or a membership fee?
Members opposite do not know because they are not game to own up to what they are about.  Somebody said the other
day that the Labor Party is now in office and is delivering what the students of Western Australia have been demanding;
that is, that the Labor Party introduce this legislation.
Hon Kim Chance:  Yes.
Hon NORMAN MOORE:  Members of the Labor Party are trying to tell me and everyone else that the students of
Western Australia have been demanding that they all pay taxation.  Is that what they are saying?
Hon Kim Chance:  It looks that way.
Hon NORMAN MOORE:  They are not; members opposite have not asked the students.  The only people who want the
money and who have approached members opposite are those who are part of their political organisation - the people in
the guilds who know that the money will come rolling in.  Do members know how much money the guilds will get?
Hon Kim Chance:  We have heard some figures.
Hon NORMAN MOORE:  Does the Leader of the House want to hear some more?  I would like to go through them
again, because this demonstrates the fact that this is a taxation measure of very significant proportions.  It is big tax
dollars for students.
Hon Kim Chance:  But they are also services of very significant proportions, particularly for country students.
Hon NORMAN MOORE:  Particularly country students!  No.  Country students are already paying a vast amount of
money.  The Leader of the House should be thrown out of office for this, because he purports to represent country
students, as does Hon Dee Margetts.
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Hon Kim Chance:  Country students above all have come to me asking for assistance in this matter.

Hon NORMAN MOORE:  So just ask them to pay some more then!

Hon Kim Chance:  They are saying that the services they rely on are declining.

Hon NORMAN MOORE:  They are happy to pay the tax, are they?

Hon Kim Chance:  They want the guilds to be reinvigorated.

Hon NORMAN MOORE:  We will soon see.  We have already talked about how much is planned.  There has been talk
of a fee of $140 for Murdoch University or Curtin University of Technology, with a special discount for previous
members.  If the fee were $100, bearing in mind that there are full-time, part-time and external students, the University
of Western Australia, with 15 000 students, would receive $1.5 million.  That is not bad money for a group of students
practising to become Labor Party politicians.  Even better than that, Curtin University, with 31 000 members, would
receive $3.1 million.

Several members interjected.

Hon NORMAN MOORE:  Maybe members opposite are not interested in this.  Curtin University, with 31 000 students
paying $100 each, would receive $3.1 million.  That is not bad bikkies for practising Labor Party politicians.
Interestingly, while I am speaking about who will be the beneficiaries of this measure, I read this little book which
provides the details of our parliamentarians.  I went through the list of those members who have spoken on this Bill.  I
will not read out their names, but I will read out their qualifications.  The first has a BA and was a trade union official;
the second has a BA and was an industrial officer; the third has a BA and was an electoral officer; and the fourth has a
BA and a partly finished MA and was an industrial officer for the Construction, Forestry, Mining and Energy Union.
They were the four speakers on this Bill from the Labor Party, for crying out loud.  Do members know why they spoke
on this issue?  Their views are the epitome of what this legislation is all about.

Hon Ken Travers interjected.

Hon NORMAN MOORE:  Hon Ken Travers should keep his mouth shut.  That is why they want $3.1 million to go to
their cronies at Curtin University of Technology and $2 million to Edith Cowan University.  That is the guild that blew
$700 000 on a very dodgy investment with Western Women Financial Services.  Whose advice on that investment did
they believe?  They believed the woman whose memory is shocking, who cannot remember, who has recently resigned
from the federal Labor frontbench and who was the Premier of Western Australia.  She suggested that people invest in
Western Women because it was a very good cause, but ECU blew $700 000.

Several members interjected.

Hon NORMAN MOORE:  Hon Kim Chance should not talk about Governments losing money.

The DEPUTY PRESIDENT (Hon Adele Farina):  Order!  The Leader of the Opposition has the floor.

Hon NORMAN MOORE:  Murdoch University has 13 000 members, which will bring in $1.3 million for that little
group of trainee politicians.  The total will be $8 million for 80 000 students based on $100 a head.

Hon Ken Travers interjected.

Hon NORMAN MOORE:  I referred to an average of $100.

Hon Ken Travers interjected.

Hon NORMAN MOORE:  I used a figure from the low end of the spectrum because the average university student fee
in Australia, including full-time, part-time and external students, is $250 a student.  The top of the range is $500 in New
South Wales.

I have been trying to be fair and reasonable by using figures at the low end of the range.  However, it will undoubtedly
become the average in due course.  The fee will be determined jointly by the guilds, the councils and the university
senates.  The beneficiaries will be both.  Both the guilds and the senates have a vested interest in ensuring the price is as
high as possible.  They do not care how many members are involved as long as they all pay the fee.  Based on $250, the
average in Australia, the total fees to UWA’s potential politicians would be $3.75 million.  Curtin University of
Technology, with its 31 000 students, would acquire $7.75 million to play with.  It is more than play money, although
the Construction, Forestry, Mining and Energy Union would regard that as pocket money because that union rips it out
of the pockets of its members.  Edith Cowan University guild, which lost $700 000 last time it got hold of a
chequebook, would acquire $5 million and Murdoch University, $3.25 million.  Based on the average Australian figure,
four groups of students would have a total of $20 million to play around with and to engage in whatever they wanted to
engage in.

Proposed section 46 “Council to include detail in Statute” refers to Curtin University and reads -

(1) The Council shall define, by Statute -
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(a) broad areas of amenities and services to which the Student Guild may apply the fees paid to
it; and

(b) processes for resolving disputes that might arise in the course of defining those areas.

Why does the Government not leave out altogether the words “broad areas of amenities and services”?

Hon Graham Giffard:  Why don’t you read what Hon Derrick Tomlinson had to say about autonomy of universities?

Hon NORMAN MOORE:  I am not talking about autonomy of universities; I am talking about compulsory fees that the
Government will drag out of every student who goes to university in Western Australia to satisfy the Government’s
political ends.  That is what this is about.  The council will decide how the fee will be spent.  As I said, the council at
Curtin University and the senate at the University of Western Australia, and their respective guilds, have a vested
interest in making sure, firstly, that the fees - I should say the taxes - are as high as they can be and, secondly, that the
areas on which they will be spent fit in with the ethos of their university.  If we were to listen to some vice-chancellors
and others who talk about what universities are for and what they think students should be doing, then I suspect this
definition is broad enough to encompass all sorts of campaigns and causes in which people might want to get involved
on our university campuses.  This legislation seeks to tax the students at our universities compulsorily.  If the fee is the
average in Australia, $20 million will come out of the pockets of the students who attend our universities, or out of the
pockets of their parents.  Hon Robyn McSweeney made a very good speech about the problems faced by country
students in Western Australia who go to our universities.  Many country students have parents who are asset rich and
cash poor - like church mice - particularly if they have a small business or a farm.

Hon Graham Giffard:  They have been cruelled by John Howard with a significant rise in the cost of study.

Hon NORMAN MOORE:  It is a terrible shame that this member should seek to become engaged in a debate with
interjections of that quality.  It does him no good.  It would be better if he would save up his comments until he
responds, because otherwise he will get himself into trouble.

Many country students have parents who have very little disposable cash.  Those students, however, are not entitled to
any government support to attend university because of the assets of their parents.  Those students have to find
accommodation, and, whether they board or rent, that is a significant burden on them and their parents.  Therefore, most
of them work.  If we were to go to any restaurant in the Perth metropolitan area and talk to the waiters who were serving
at the tables, we would find that many of them are university students who are trying to raise enough money to pay their
rent.  On top of that, they have to pay for a car or for bus transport, for their food, for their higher education scheme
contribution fees, for their books and stationery, and for all the other things that go with living alone or boarding in the
city.  Now, on top of that, because, as the Leader the House says, they want it, the Government will charge them
another $100 - and it will be $250 as soon as the Government can blink an eyelid, and potentially it will be $500 - to
maintain the behavioural activities of a small group of students who eventually run guilds.  Shortly I will give some
examples of what is going on in some of the guilds in Australia right now with the compulsory money that is taken out
of the pockets of students and that will also be taken out of the pockets of students in Western Australia.  The ones who
will suffer the most are the ones who can afford it the least.  There is no provision that I know of, unless the
parliamentary secretary can explain it to me, for people who cannot afford to pay the fee, other than that they can pay it
off over time.  In other words, instead of going broke today, they will go broke over four years.

Hon Murray Criddle:  They will get an invoice.

Hon NORMAN MOORE:  Their poor old dad will get it eventually and he will try to pay it instead of paying the
electricity bill or something else.  A lot of people are struggling to get through the university system, because it is
expensive.  The higher education contribution scheme was brought in by the Labor Party absolutely against the
principles of Gough Whitlam, the only icon of the Labor Party.  Someone said the other day that Gough Whitlam
should be brought out here to be the patron saint of the guilds.  Having listened to what Gough Whitlam has had to say
about paying for tertiary education, I would have thought he would be absolutely horrified at the prospect of this extra
tax that the Labor Party is proposing to levy on the students of Western Australia.  I would have thought he would come
over here and tell the Government to pull its head in and chuck this Bill in the bin, because he believes - this is one of
the few things I agree with him about - that getting an education should be as cheap as possible.  Tertiary education is a
fundamental part of the education of most young people.  The percentage of students going to university has increased
dramatically over the past 10 or 20 years.  A large proportion of students become university students, so the whole
spectrum of the capacity to pay is represented.  In my day about five per cent of students went to university.  Many of
those people were from well-to-do families, because they were the ones who could continue their secondary education
and could matriculate and go on to university.  In those days it was free.

I have spent some time trying to work out why the Labor Party supports this legislation, apart from the obvious reason;
that is, that it wants this money to be made available to these groups of students to carry out various activities on
campus.  There is no doubt that the reason the Labor Party has approached this issue with such enthusiasm is that it
considers that it will provide a significant political benefit to it.  I read out the qualifications of the Labor members who
have spoken in this debate, which demonstrated again that they will be the beneficiaries of, or the sorts of people who
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will benefit from, this process.  Those sorts of people will go to university, become members of the guild, if they get
into the right faction, and will have all this money to spend on the causes that interest them.  The Greens also vigorously
support this Bill, because they see it in the same light.  For some reason or other, many of the very radical people in our
community who attend universities have a green or very red ilk.  They are watermelons.  This legislation is fantastic for
them.
Members should imagine the situation of a student who is actively involved in the Labor Party or the green movement
turning up to university and getting elected to the guild.  That person could be a member of the student guild at Curtin
University of Technology.  On average the fee is $250, which would provide $7.75 million to that guild to spend.
Imagine how enthusiastic that student would be for the causes he would get involved in, with $7.75 million to spend.
Of course, the guild would have to provide a few services, because otherwise those on the guild would not be re-elected,
but with that sort of money, it is amazing what people can do.  A range of people would be employed.  I think it is the
70-30 rule; 70 per cent of the money would go on salaries and 30 per cent on services.  A vast number of people would
be employed.  The guild councillor would employ those people, so for whom would those people work?  What would
they be there for?  If the guild wanted to hold a rally or demonstration, or wanted to fund a particular campaign, it
would just do it, because the money would be available.  The guild representatives would resolve for the guild to spend
the money.  The guild could spend the money if the use to which it would be put fitted in with the broad parameters
agreed by the senate.  That is the obvious reason the Labor Party and the Greens are so determined that this Bill be
passed.
I guess the less obvious reason comes down to the philosophical views of Labor members of Parliament as opposed to
the views of members on this side of the House; that is, the belief in the collective as opposed to the rights of the
individual.  The argument from the Labor Party on this issue has been that we must re-establish and support the guilds.
Government members have been saying that the whole purpose of the legislation is to get the guilds back on track.
They could not care less about the individual people who will pay, whether they want to or not, to get the guilds back on
track.  Since 1994 university students have had a choice about whether to become members of the guild.  Apart from the
University of Western Australia, and Curtin University to a lesser extent, students have voted with their feet.  The
students have said that they do not need the services and that they do not want to be members of the guild.  One of the
reasons they do not need the services or want to be members of the guild is not that they have some problem with the
guild but that they are too busy doing other things, such as waiting on tables in restaurants to pay for their fees.  They
are involved in a whole range of off-campus activities.  Vast numbers of part-time and external students go on campus
fleetingly.  The number of full-time students who are sitting on the campus, twiddling their thumbs and perhaps
studying the arts in order to get their minds around a few political and philosophical issues for a while, and who can
afford the time to be involved in guilds, is fewer and fewer.  The demographics of the student population have changed
dramatically.
It is interesting that some members have referred to members on the opposition side of the House as being old-
fashioned.  However, this Bill is the most conservative, old-fashioned piece of legislation.  It is taking us back to the
bad old days, as I would describe them, or the good old days, as government members would describe them.  In their
good old days everybody paid, nobody complained and the guild got all the money and did what it liked.  Why would
people complain?  That is the old-fashioned, conservative scenario.
I brought about a radical scenario.  I am accused of being the most conservative politician since Alexander Forrest, as
my friend the Minister for Housing and Works would describe me.  What I did was radical because it moved away from
established processes and organisations to a system in which people had a choice, and that choice was exercised.  At the
University of Western Australia, between 30 and 35 per cent of students joined the guild.  I went to the University of
Western Australia for an orientation day on one occasion.  I met with the guild president and had a chat about things.  I
saw what was being done as part of the orientation to encourage students to join the guild.  I thought that the students
from the guild were very innovative, sensible, dynamic young people and that they had worked out what the
marketplace was all about.  Heaven help us!  That is what the world is all about.  It is about a marketplace and
competing interests.  If someone wants to succeed, he must be more competitive than the next person.  The guild
students were competing for membership with all the other organisations on the campus and were telling students why
they should join the guild.  They pointed out the services the guild would provide for them and the benefits that they
would receive as a result of being members of the guild.  I was very impressed.
I must admit that I was disappointed at the number of people who eventually joined the guilds, because I thought that
significantly more would join.  If members read the speeches I made in 1994 when I introduced the Bill, they will see
that I said that I thought very large numbers of students would join the guilds.  I obviously did not realise then how bad
and how out of touch the guilds were.  The traumas experienced by the Edith Cowan University guild, which was
before my time, sent a strong and loud message to the students at that institution that not only were student politicians
mucking around with their money, but also they were losing large amounts because they were making incompetent
decisions about large sums of money, which should never have happened.  That is what worries me about where we are
going now.
The difference between the Labor Party and the Opposition is, as I have said, that Labor Party members go along with
the notion that everybody should belong to something, that the collective is more important than the sum parts of it and
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that individuals are just things to make up collectives.  I suppose that is fair enough, and that is the socialist view of the
world.  It is totally discredited in most parts of the world, but if the Labor Party members want to hang on to that old-
fashioned view of the world, it is up to them.  This Government is bringing it back and imposing it on students at our
universities.  Who will it be imposed on next - every worker in every industry?  Will every parent have to join the
parents and citizens association?  Will every able-bodied man have to join Rotary?  Where do we draw the line?

On the other hand, we believe that individuals should be able to make choices.  Individuals are capable of making
choices.  In recent years - as socialism has been discredited - we have discovered that the nature of the world has
changed; it has become highly competitive.  People are very keen to make their own judgments about things and they
are doing extraordinarily well.  The students who are working as waiters in the restaurants are dynamic, invigorated,
happy young people, who are very angry with this Government about its industrial relations legislation.  It means that
they will not only have to pay the guild fee but also they will probably lose their jobs because the restaurateur cannot
afford to pay their salaries.  This Government is getting at them in every way possible.  For what purpose?  Because it
has some philosophical view about collectives; or, secondly, it wants to fill up the guilds with money so that Labor’s
operatives on the campuses will have money to spend.

Hon Kim Chance:  No.  We just hate workers being stolen from, like your legislation allowed to happen.  You allowed
employers to steal from workers.  We stopped it.  It is as simple as that.

Hon NORMAN MOORE:  I suggest to the Leader of the House that, instead of eating wherever he has his meals, he
goes to some of the little cafes and restaurants around Perth -

Hon Kim Chance:  Which remarkably are still open.

Hon NORMAN MOORE:  And talks to the people who work there and asks them how many are there now and how
many are not there now; asks the owners how many hours they operate now compared with what they used to operate;
and asks what the prices are now compared with what they were about a year ago, and he will start getting some serious
messages.

Hon Robyn McSweeney interjected.

Hon NORMAN MOORE:  Yes; how many young kids used to work all sorts of funny hours in these places because it
fitted in with their university courses, but they did not get paid overtime or triple time on Sundays.

Hon Kim Chance:  No.  Their bosses were stealing from them legally because you allowed them to do it.

Hon NORMAN MOORE:  This Government would rather they were unemployed than get paid a fee they had agreed to
take.

Hon Kim Chance:  But they are not unemployed; they are still there.  They are there in huge numbers.

Hon NORMAN MOORE:  The Leader is living in fairy fantasy land.  This Government is putting pressure on young
people to maintain their jobs, and it is taking money out of their pockets for these fees.

Why am I concerned about young people being given access to these very large sums of money?  I have already talked
about Edith Cowan University and Western Women Financial Services Pty Ltd.  I will now refer to a couple of
newspaper articles that appeared in November and December this year.  The first is from The Australian Financial
Review of Wednesday, 6 November 2002, and it is headed “University accused of misusing funds”.  It was not actually
the university; it was the union.  The article states -

The ACT Auditor-General and Ombudsman are investigating allegations of mismanagement and the misuse of
millions of dollars of student fees at the University of Canberra, the ACT Chief Minister’s Office confirmed
yesterday.

Much of the controversy surrounds the university’s union, which manages several commercial aspects of the
institution including a recreational centre, bar, conference centre and an annual dance party.

Documents obtained by The Australian Financial Review show that the university’s union accrued losses of up
to $1 million over the past six years.

Allegations of theft, inaccurate financial reporting and mismanagement of university funds have captured the
attention of the ACT Ombudsman’s office, the Chief Minister’s department and the ACT Auditor-General.  An
Auditor-General’s report on the university’s 1999 financial statements noted that $23 million of expenses were
incorrectly reported.

The next article, written by Piers Akerman, appeared in the Daily Telegraph on 3 September 2002.  He is not
considered to be a leftie, but he has written a story about the University of Sydney.  The article is titled “Giving out trim
to the lunatic fringe”, which is a good headline in my view, and states -

In a recent case, a senior student reader of this column was outraged to learn that the student union had funded
a Muslim student group’s Islamic awareness week.
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He wrote to university chancellor Kim Santow and was gratified to receive a speedy, personal response asking
him to identify which organisation he objected his fees going to, the union, the student representative council
or the sports union.

In his letter to the chancellor, the particular student said: “I am writing to inform the university that as a matter
of conscience, I find myself unable to pay my student union fees for this year due to information that I have
received.

“I understand that compulsory subscriptions are being used to fund Muslim/Islamic groups and Islamic
awareness weeks.”

He pointed out there was a possible conflict with his consultancy to an arm of the defence force and continued:
“To provide monies to support an ideology that potentially, may be in the end, responsible for the deaths in
wartime of colleagues worries me greatly.

“I cannot subscribe to an ultra-Left wing university political agenda that misrepresents the majority of its
students’ beliefs.”

Hon Kim Chance:  Did he go to the Methodist league on the basis that he did not support drinking?

Hon NORMAN MOORE:  The guilds take the view that the students have to support all these causes and that this
student should pay them.

Hon Kim Chance:  You are supporting the views of a raving bigot, can’t you see that from the letter?  The man is a
bigot.

Hon NORMAN MOORE:  If the minister had listened, he would know that the man works for a consultancy that works
with the armed forces.  He is concerned that he might have a conflict of interest and that he might be giving his money
to a cause that will cause his colleagues to be in danger.

Hon Kim Chance:  That is the link that makes him a bigot.

Hon NORMAN MOORE:  Let me finish.  The minister can talk about bigots all he likes.  The minister’s problem is that
he believes that anyone who does not agree with him is a bigot.  The article continues -

The student indicated his concern with the goals of the student union, saying that: “the University of Sydney,
with its great history and traditions, is worthy of more than cynical manipulation by a vocal minority.”

That is a very well put statement.

Hon Kim Chance:  He hates Islamic people, so he does not want to pay his fees.

Hon NORMAN MOORE:  No, that is not what he said.  He said that he did not want his money to be used to promote
that particular cause.

Hon Kim Chance:  He said because they are Islamic, they are terrorists.

Hon NORMAN MOORE:  He did not say that at all.  The minister is a stupid man at times.  He really takes the cake.

Hon Kim Chance:  The man did not want his money used to support an organisation that might do those things.

Hon NORMAN MOORE:  He does not want his money used to promote causes that he does not support.  Would the
minister be happy to pay money to the Liberal Party to support my cause?  Of course he would not.  It is as simple as
that.  This student is saying to the University of Sydney that a group of students is spending his money on causes that he
does not support and he does not think he should have to fund them.  He did not say that he did not agree with that at
all.  He said he did not agree with the cause and should not have to pay for it.  However, he found out that he could get
out of paying the fee if he gave his money to a charity.  That used to be the case in Western Australia.  Under this
legislation, that will not be an option.

Hon Graham Giffard:  He would not have to become a member of the guild.

Hon NORMAN MOORE:  He still pays the money.  God almighty!

Hon Kim Chance:  The money would not go to the guild if he resigned.
Hon Alan Cadby:  It is like talking to a brick wall at times.
Hon NORMAN MOORE:  It is.  Members opposite should read their own legislation.  The Bill shows that ultimately
all the money goes to the guild.
Hon Graham Giffard:  No, it does not.
Hon NORMAN MOORE:  The member should just have a look at the Bill.

Hon Alan Cadby:  All the money raised at the UWA goes to the guild.
Hon Graham Giffard:  Where does it say that in the Bill?
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Hon NORMAN MOORE:  Let us consider proposed section 45(4) on page 4 of the Bill, which states -

. . . the Council shall pay to the Student Guild a percentage of the amenities and services fees collected that is
not less than the percentage of enrolled students that are members of the Student Guild.

Therefore, if 20 per cent of students join the guild, the guild will get 20 per cent of the money.  However, proposed
subsection (5) states -

Despite subsection (4), and regardless of the number of enrolled student who are members of the Student
Guild, the percentage of the collected amenities and services fees paid to the Student Guild must exceed 50%
of those fees.

If fewer than 50 per cent of students join the guild, the guild will get 50 per cent of the money.

Hon Graham Giffard:  Not one speaker in this debate either in this Chamber or in the other place has seriously
suggested that fewer than 50 per cent of students will join a guild.

Hon NORMAN MOORE:  Of course not.  If 80 per cent of students join, the guilds will get 80 per cent of the money.
However, proposed subsection (6) states -

The part of the amenities and services fees not paid to the Student Guild is to be spent on student amenities and
services in the manner agreed by the Council and the Student Guild.

So they will spend that too.  They get the whole bloody lot!

Hon Graham Giffard interjected.

Hon NORMAN MOORE:  Hon Graham Giffard should not try to argue about this.  Next he will be telling me that this
is voluntary student unionism, and he will believe it.

There are countless examples around Australia of money paid to student guilds being grossly misused for a variety of
political causes that are not supported by the vast majority of students.  They should not have to pay.  Anybody who
thinks that a person who objects to paying for an Islamic awareness week is a bigot has a rock in his head, and that, I
suspect, is a compliment.

Hon Kim Chance:  He was a bigot.  He convicted himself.  Read the letter again.

Hon NORMAN MOORE:  Hon Kim Chance should have a good hard look at it some time, when he has a spare
moment, and listen carefully.  The writer of the letter is saying that he wanted to put his money somewhere else.  He
asked if he had to pay his union fee to this guild, which is carrying out this campaign, because he does not agree with
that campaign.  He then discovered that he could put the money into the Jean D. Foley Bursary Fund.  The article
continues -

The student who most recently received an exemption hopes his example will lead to “a revolt by the
misrepresented majority of students on campus who have Left-wing political ideology rammed down their
throats at every available opportunity.”

“We cannot allow the American university model of reverse fascism to permeate our campuses,” he said.

“It’s a small and insignificant blow for the silent majority, as we are totally emasculated in an absurdly
politically correct environment.”

That is beautifully put.  I could not have put it better myself.  That is what it all comes down to.  That is why the Labor
Party and the Greens (WA) are so dedicated to getting the money.  It is not about members, or about how many join.
That does not matter; the guilds eventually get very large sums of money.

I am very saddened by this piece of legislation, but what comes around, goes around.  I have been here to see this issue
go from one extreme to the other and back again.  I acknowledge that this is not compulsory memberships of guilds at
all, but it is compulsory taxation of students, at a level decided by the beneficiaries of the taxation, namely the guild and
the senates.
Hon Graham Giffard interjected.
Hon NORMAN MOORE:  Next Hon Graham Giffard will be telling me that the amount of tax we pay to the federal
Government is on the basis of how much we all agree to.  Pigs might fly too.
Hon Graham Giffard:  The guilds are a little closer to their constituencies than the federal Government.
Hon NORMAN MOORE:  With respect, does Hon Graham Giffard know how close they are to their constituencies?
Thirty per cent of students at the University of Western Australia, and six per cent of students at Edith Cowan
University joined the guilds.  That is how close they are.  Ninety-four per cent of the students at Edith Cowan
University would not join.  That is how close they are.  They do not care that it is no closer than that, because they do
not need to worry about that any more.  The guild at the University of Western Australia went out, as I said a while ago,
and made an effort.  Edith Cowan University, Curtin University to a lesser extent, and Murdoch University sat on their
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collective bottoms and whinged and whined about it.  They still got themselves engaged in all sorts of strange and weird
left-wing political ideological activities, and they waited for the Labor Party to be re-elected and for the gravy train to
turn up again.  The gravy train came to big resounding halt in 1994, and the guilds found that the gravy train was
sustaining them.  They waited until the Labor Party brought it back again.  It is now coming back again, at the expense
of every student in Western Australia.  I assure the Government that they will not appreciate this.  As members have
already said, the Government introduced this Bill at the most cynical time it could.  It made sure that those people who
might raise opposition to it were busy doing their exams or trying to earn a living.

I do not like many aspects of this Bill.  I particularly do not like the fact that there are so many things that we do not
know about it.  We do not know the details because they will be determined by the guilds in association with the senates
and the councils.  They will create the statutes.  I acknowledge that those statutes are disallowable in this Chamber.
However, with the lot on the government benches, what hope do we have of doing anything about any of those statutes,
regardless of what the universities and the guilds do?  What if the University of Western Australia decided that $500
was a fair and reasonable fee?  Would the Government knock it back if I moved a motion to disallow it?  Of course it
would not.  It would say that the university and the guild have made the decision, and that the decision should stand
because it is obviously what the students want to pay.  Hon Jim Scott said that they all want this legislation; they cannot
wait for it to come in.  He said that the students are dying to write their cheques.  If that is the case, why did not they
write cheques this year?  If they are so anxious to pay, why did they not pay when they did not have to?  If they are so
enthused about having guilds that meet the requirements of the Labor Party, why did they not do that?

A number of issues need to be explained.  During the committee stage we need some explanation from the
parliamentary secretary about the sort of fees he anticipates will be paid and why.  Who will pay?  What proportion of
fees will full-time, part-time and external students pay?  Will there be different scales?  Will students on different
campuses pay different fees?  Who will manage all the money?  For example, will the fee money - the 50 per cent plus -
go from the university to the guild each year by way of a big fat cheque?  Will it go to the guild’s bank account, and
then be spent?  I presume that will happen.  What about the other 50 per cent or whatever proportion of income that is
not covered by membership but that the guild will get in conjunction with the university anyway?  Who will manage
those accounts?  Will that money stay in the university’s account or the guild’s account?  Does the parliamentary
secretary know?
Hon Graham Giffard:  That will be a matter between the guild and the university as an institution.
Hon NORMAN MOORE:  The parliamentary secretary is asking us to pass this Bill and give the universities the
authority to make those decisions, and he does not even know.
Hon Graham Giffard:  They handle significantly more funds than that, and they handle them properly.
Hon NORMAN MOORE:  The universities do, to a large extent.  They are always whingeing that they do not have
enough money.
Hon Graham Giffard:  The universities will collect the fee.  It is a university fee.
Hon NORMAN MOORE:  I know.  That is fantastic.  If I were a guild operative, I would really want that to be the case.
All I would have to do is wait for the cheque to arrive, just like the teachers union.
Hon Graham Giffard:  The university will charge the student guild to provide that service.
Hon NORMAN MOORE:  Will the student guild pay the university to provide the service?
Hon Graham Giffard:  That is my understanding.
Hon Murray Criddle:  How much?
Hon Graham Giffard:  I think that is still being negotiated.  Hopefully it will not be exorbitant.

Hon NORMAN MOORE:  That is interesting.  What about the other money?  What about the money that by rights does
not belong to the guild but is covered by -
Hon Graham Giffard:  That will be as set out in the Bill.
Hon Alan Cadby:  UWA has to pass that on anyway.

Hon NORMAN MOORE:  I know.  That is the money that is covered -
Hon Graham Giffard:  That is a very misleading statement.
Hon Alan Cadby:  No, it is not.  Read the statutes.
Hon Graham Giffard:  Read the bit about the sports association.  It will get part of the fee.  That will go straight to the
sports association from the guild.
Hon Alan Cadby interjected.
Hon Graham Giffard:  No, it is not.  The university runs the sport association now.  The guild does not.

Hon Alan Cadby interjected.
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Hon NORMAN MOORE:  The money -

Hon Graham Giffard:  They will agree on a percentage, and it will go straight to the -

Hon NORMAN MOORE:  The money -

Hon Alan Cadby:  It will all go to the guild.

Hon NORMAN MOORE:  I will keep trying.

The DEPUTY PRESIDENT (Hon Adele Farina):  Members, the Leader of the Opposition has the call.

Hon NORMAN MOORE:  I am sorry that I must interject on these people.

Part of the Bill states -

The part of the amenities and services fees not paid to the Student Guild is to be spent on student amenities and
services in the manner agreed by the Council and the Student Guild.

Where will that money be held?  Will that be given to the guild?  Will it go through the university’s books?  Will the
university itself be responsible for spending the money on student amenities and services, or will it give it to the guild
or contract it out to the guild?  Will it do something like that which is done in Victoria and have a fee-for-service
arrangement?  Will it be like that?  Does the parliamentary secretary know what it will be like?  If he does not know
now, I hope he will know when we get to the committee stage.

The Government is also taking out of the legislation those provisions that relate to commonwealth intervention.  When
the Bill was introduced in 1994, the then federal Labor Government threatened to pay the fees of all those students who
did not pay their fees, and to use taxpayers’ money to prop up those guilds in Western Australia that could not attract
any members.  That was the threat of the then Keating Government.  Therefore, the coalition Government put into the
legislation a provision that stated that the guilds and the universities could not accept money from the Commonwealth
for that purpose.  Why is the Government taking it out?  I hope the parliamentary secretary will explain that to me when
we get to that point of the exercise.  Will the parliamentary secretary tell me why the Government will allow
compulsory taxation of students at the University of Notre Dame Australia?  What does that have to do with the price of
fish?

Hon Graham Giffard:  We are just removing the bit that prohibited it; that is all.

Hon NORMAN MOORE:  Right.  I have had enough to say on this subject, and I have done for a very long time.  The
Government has not offended, in my view, the freedom of association principle - at least not on the surface.  However, I
find the way it has done it to be totally cynical.  To proclaim from the rooftops, as the Government is doing, that this is
not compulsory membership of guilds, when it is in reality, is a very cynical approach indeed.  However, technically,
the Government is right.  If that is the line the Government wants to take, and it says that these fees that will be paid are
not membership fees but are amenities and services fees, why does it not admit that it will be taxing the students in
Western Australian universities?  It is a straight-out tax on those students, and the money will basically be spent by the
guilds in whatever way they like.  Why does the Government not admit to that, instead of trying to tiptoe through the
tulips by saying that somehow it is abiding by the principles of freedom of association and this is all about students
making a contribution to their education?  Why does it not just say that it is straight-out, blatant, unadulterated taxation?
That would then clear the air.

The Opposition obviously does not support this legislation.  It is a backward step.  As I said, it is a reversal to the bad
old days when university students simply did as they were told.  The success of the past 10 years has been that students
have had a choice.  The success of that was that they made a decision about what they wanted to do, and they decided
overwhelmingly that they did not want their money to be given to these groups of people to spend in the way they
wanted to spend it.  The Government is taking away from vast numbers of students the right to choose - a decision they
have made in vast numbers in the past 10 years.  It is a shameful day for Western Australian higher education.  When
this Government is defeated, which it will be in due course, this legislation will be changed again.
This legislation will be amended to a system of choice whereby no taxation will be levied by groups of students who
want to play around with the money for all sorts of political causes.  With those few words, I vigorously oppose the
legislation.
HON GRAHAM GIFFARD (North Metropolitan - Parliamentary Secretary) [10.34 pm]:  I thank members who have
spoken in support of the Bill and I thank all members for their comments on the Bill.  In the first instance it is important
that members understand and be reminded of the important statements of principle articulated in the second reading
speech.  Succinctly they are that this Bill fulfils an election commitment of this Government.  It seeks to address the
devastating effects of the Voluntary Membership of Student Guilds and Associations Act 1994.  The Bill will address
the impact of that Act on guilds, universities and university communities.  The Bill allows the four public universities in
Western Australia to raise a services and amenities fee.  The Bill is generally consistent across all universities, except
when the Government was persuaded that particular circumstances applied at particular universities, in which case those
circumstances have been reflected in the Bill.
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The Bill is a broadly enabling Bill.  It enables university administrations and student guilds to enter into dialogue and
negotiation on the layers of detail that surround the Bill.  In the Government’s strong view the Bill strikes a fair balance
between the needs of universities and the traditional and important role that is provided on campus by student guilds.
The Bill was introduced with the full and active support of university administrations and student guilds.  I believe it
enjoys the broad support of the student community which, in my view, regards the Bill as a fair and reasonable
initiative.

I will respond to a few comments made by members opposite, although in the main the opposition of members to the
Bill was more a philosophical opposition in that they could not or would not support it, as opposed to their seeking
guidance or reassurance on particular aspects of the Bill.

Hon Alan Cadby was the first speaker, and he raised many points that were subsequently echoed in various forms by a
number of speakers.  For that reason I will therefore restrict myself mostly to replying to the points he raised.  One of
the first points he raised was that students might decide not to be members of the guild but they would still have to pay
the fee.  He said this was compulsory unionism at its worst.  Many speakers who made that claim fundamentally
misunderstand the Bill.  It is not compulsory membership of the student guild, and it is certainly not compulsory
unionism.  Members who made that claim misunderstand both the Bill and the concept of compulsory unionism.

Hon Norman Moore:  It is the same sort of non-compulsory unionism as in the building industry; if you don’t join, you
don’t work.

Hon GRAHAM GIFFARD:  People do not have to join.

Hon Norman Moore:  That is right.  They don’t have to join, but they don’t have to work either.

Hon GRAHAM GIFFARD:  People can enrol and complete their degree, but they do not have to join.

Hon Norman Moore:  It is the same principle, and you know it.  I think it is fortuitous that you are dealing with this Bill.

Hon GRAHAM GIFFARD:  It is as simple as that and members should try to get their heads around that.

Hon Alan Cadby went on to say that student life has changed in the past 10 years since the minister was a student.  It is
probably considerably more than 10 years since -

Hon Alan Cadby:  That is not what I meant, but I accept that that is how it reads.

Hon GRAHAM GIFFARD:  I agree that university campuses have changed over the past 10 years.  University
campuses have changed primarily because funding for student guilds has been reduced as a consequence of the 1994
legislation; therefore, they have a significantly reduced capacity to provide services and amenities on campus.  That has
impacted on the nature of university life in the past 10 years.

Hon Alan Cadby:  That was not the point I was trying to make.

Hon GRAHAM GIFFARD:  I know; this is the point I am making.  If members ask any of the people who work at
universities or students who have some experience or knowledge of both those periods - that is, prior to the introduction
of the 1994 legislation and since then - they will find that there has been a profound impact on the university campuses,
so much so that the universities unanimously support this legislation.  They are feeling the strain of having to support
not only the student guilds, but also the campus and the university community with services that they recognise and
understand are necessary and desirable for their university.  Previously the student guilds were able to provide those
services for the students, but now they can no longer provide them.  We know that Edith Cowan University and
Murdoch University have had particular problems.  Although the capacity of the Curtin University of Technology and
the University of Western Australia student guilds to provide services has been reduced, that capacity has not been
reduced to the same level as at the other two university guilds.  Those guilds continue to struggle with the costs of
providing a level of service on campus that the students have come to expect from their student organisations.  The cost
for that level of service exceeds the revenue the guilds receive from student memberships.  For example, the Curtin
University guild increased its membership by 1 000 students.  Notwithstanding that, the level of services that the
student communities demand of the guilds - because those organisations are responsive to the student community - are
costing them more than they receive in revenue.  I agree; universities have changed significantly in the past 10 years.
We just happen to disagree about why.

Hon Alan Cadby made a point about the cost of the higher education contribution scheme.  He went on to talk about the
cost of car parking permits, textbooks etc.  By interjection I made the point that, under the Howard Government, the
costs of study for students in Australia have increased dramatically.  I am told that the costs of study have increased by
about 85 per cent since the Howard Government was elected in 1996.  From 1996 to 2003 the HECS rates in band 1
have increased by $1 238 per annum, in band 2 by $2 800, and in band 3 by $3 694.  Those are significant imposts on
students.  The point is that the Government is saying that students must pay a compulsory services and amenities fee
and then decide whether they want to be a member of the guild.  In many cases university communities and campuses
will be significantly enhanced by the restoration of important services and facilities.  The payment of that $100, $110 or
$140 fee will provide a direct and tangible benefit to students.
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The federal Government has increased the cost of study and thereby transferred the burden of the cost of higher
education to students.  It is ratcheting up the amount of the higher education contribution scheme that students must
pay, in addition to a tax on goods and services when they do not have high incomes or access to tax breaks.  It is a very
uneven comparison to measure the amenities fee with the HECS and all the other costs that students are struggling to
pay when a tangible benefit can be gained from this fee; whereas the Howard Government is significantly increasing the
cost burden on students without any tangible benefit.  It is simply shifting a burden onto the students.

Hon Norman Moore:  What are the HECS fees for?

Hon GRAHAM GIFFARD:  Teaching and research.

Hon Norman Moore:  Quite right.  They are not to run a political activity, like the guilds might want to do.

Hon GRAHAM GIFFARD:  There is no argument about what the HECS is for.

Hon Norman Moore:  It is not to run a political activity.

Hon GRAHAM GIFFARD:  Hon Norman Moore has an unnecessarily negative view of university student bodies.

Hon Norman Moore interjected.

Hon GRAHAM GIFFARD:  I have listened to Hon Norman Moore’s view of student guilds.  The Government thinks
he is wrong.  It has a fundamentally different view of the merit of student guilds.  Hon Norman Moore clearly does not
value them.

Hon Norman Moore:  I was talking about what happens to the money.  You were complaining about HECS fees.  At
least they are spent on educational services.

The DEPUTY PRESIDENT (Hon Adele Farina):  Order members!

Hon GRAHAM GIFFARD:  Hon Alan Cadby and a number of other speakers claimed that guilds have always
supported crank or radical organisations, even when they were at university in the 1950s, 1960s or 1970s.  However, in
my view guilds are very responsible organisations and I firmly believe that they reflect the attitudes of their
membership.  They are accountable and transparent and in my experience they are very democratic organisations.

The claim that this Bill has been introduced because student guilds have threatened the Government is nonsense.  The
Bill is in this place because the process of discussion and negotiation between the Government, student guilds and
universities and then the universities and student guilds is complete and, accordingly, the Bill has been introduced into
Parliament for its consideration.  It is as simple as that.  Anyone who contrived a conspiracy about threats from student
guilds would be making fanciful claims.

Hon Ray Halligan:  You told us it was nothing to do with negotiations.

Hon GRAHAM GIFFARD:  It was.  I want to address one misconception about the guild being the recognised means of
communication; that is, that the guild is the formal or official representative voice of the student body at the university.
That does not mean that students individually or as a group cannot make representations to the university, as a number
of members claimed will be the case.  It simply means that the guild has the right to speak on behalf of the student
body, as the representative voice of the student body.

Hon Derrick Tomlinson made two points that I need to address.  He concentrated at one stage in his speech on the
aspect of the Bill that provides that the university shall not dissuade students from enrolling or joining the guild.  That
provision was put in because of some concern that was raised by the student guilds.  It could be argued that the
universities have a financial incentive to dissuade students from joining the guild because they will then receive a
greater measure of the services and amenities fee.  I do not think that is the case, and it is clear from my discussions
with university administrators that that is not contemplated by university administrators.  However, we were asked by
the student representatives whether we would be prepared to support the principle that universities should not try to
dissuade students from joining the student guild, and of course we do support that principle.  Therefore, we were
comfortable with that provision, and so were the universities.  The only exception was Edith Cowan University, which
did not think it was necessary; therefore, that provision is not contained in the amendments to the Edith Cowan
University Act.  The other universities said they were fine with that provision, so it remains in the Bill for those
universities.

Hon Derrick Tomlinson:  The question that I asked is do you support coercion to join.

Hon GRAHAM GIFFARD:  I understand what the member asked me.  It was raised in the context of the concern that
people might be dissuaded from joining, so the proposition was put to the universities that there should be a safeguard
for those people.

Hon Derrick Tomlinson:  I understand what you are doing, but do you support coercion?

Hon GRAHAM GIFFARD:  Of course not.  Hon Derrick Tomlinson said also that universities have to be self-
governing.  The Act prescribes how universities are to be organised and structured.  The Bill is a broad enabling Bill,
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and I believe it is consistent with the approach that is taken in each of the relevant Acts.  The Bill sets broad terms, and
members will note that the minister made reference to that repeatedly.
Hon Bruce Donaldson raised a number of issues and questions.  He asked how much effort guilds have made to increase
their membership, and whether they have conducted surveys.  I do not know the precise answer to those questions.  I am
aware that for a number of years, the student guilds have been applying their minds to how they can encourage students
to part with their money to join the guild.  I do not know whether surveys have been conducted.  The member would
need to ask the universities.
Hon Bruce Donaldson:  How about you finding out by tomorrow?
Hon GRAHAM GIFFARD:  The question of guild surveys is not central to the Bill.  If Hon Bruce Donaldson wants to
find out about that issue, he should ask the universities.
Hon Murray Criddle asked whether the fees would be legal, and whether this legislation would offend federal
legislation by imposing a compulsory services and amenities fee.  I understand that compulsory fees apply in every
other State.  The Higher Education Funding Act allows for fees of this nature, so the Government is comfortable in the
knowledge that these fees are legal.
Hon Murray Criddle also asked about the loan system.  That is a matter for the University of Western Australia.  It is set
out in the University of Western Australia Act.  I am not sure what provisions exist for loan schemes at the other
university campuses.  I understand that provisions apply, but I cannot provide the detail of them.  They are dealt with at
an institutional level.
I am sure that there are many issues that members will raise in Committee.  I do not think that there is anything else that
I need to respond to.
Hon Alan Cadby:  Can you clarify the discount situation?
Hon GRAHAM GIFFARD:  I do not support that situation.  It is not compatible with a compulsory services and
amenities fee.
Hon Alan Cadby:  Do you agree that it has been mentioned by one of the universities?
Hon GRAHAM GIFFARD:  That suggestion has been made by one of the universities.  I have raised that issue with the
deputy vice-chancellor of that university.  I indicated to him that I do not think it appropriate.  He agreed with me, but I
intend to speak to the vice-chancellor of that university.  I have not had the opportunity to speak to the vice-chancellor
today, but I will speak to him to echo those concerns.  With those few words, I commend the Bill to the House.
Question put and a division taken with the following result -

Ayes (16)

Hon Kim Chance Hon Adele Farina Hon Dee Margetts Hon Tom Stephens
Hon Robin Chapple Hon Jon Ford Hon Louise Pratt Hon Ken Travers
Hon Kate Doust Hon Graham Giffard Hon Ljiljanna Ravlich Hon Giz Watson
Hon Sue Ellery Hon Nick Griffiths Hon Jim Scott Hon Ed Dermer (Teller)

Noes (14)

Hon Alan Cadby Hon Peter Foss Hon Robyn McSweeney Hon Derrick Tomlinson
Hon George Cash Hon Ray Halligan Hon Norman Moore Hon Bruce Donaldson (Teller)
Hon Murray Criddle Hon Frank Hough Hon Barbara Scott
Hon John Fischer Hon Barry House Hon Bill Stretch

                                                                                                                                                                     

Pair

Hon Christine Sharp Hon Paddy Embry

Question thus passed.

Bill read a second time.

ADJOURNMENT OF THE HOUSE

HON KIM CHANCE (Agricultural - Leader of the House) [11.00 pm]:  I move -

That the House do now adjourn.

City of Joondalup, Chief Executive Officer - Adjournment Debate

HON KEN TRAVERS (North Metropolitan - Parliamentary Secretary) [11.01 pm]:  Before the House adjourns, I want
to raise some matters that have come to my attention and have caused me great concern.  In some part, they follow the


